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Did Kris Jenner Get Butt Injections? Top 
Plastic Surgeon Reveals All 

August	7,	2016	

The Kardashians love to show off their booty. 
So, yeah, it makes a lot sense that Kris Jenner, 
60, may have got some assistance enhancing 
her butt. A top plastic surgeon now dishes 
EXCLUSIVELY to Hollywoodlife.com about 
how Kris got that jelly ready. 

Their lips, their breasts, their noses, and their thighs. It’s fair 
to say there are few Kardashian parts that haven’t gone 
untouched by a scalpel/ needle, so it should come as now 
surprise that mom Kris has added some volume to her Kard-ass, 
especially since she’s newly single off her split from Corey 
Gamble, who is 25 years her junior. 

“As the matriarch of a family that’s preoccupied with plastic 
surgery, it’s not surprising that Kris appears to have had her 
buttocks enhanced,” famed cosmetic surgeon Dr. Anthony 

Youn tellsHollywoodlife.com  “Her derrière appears significantly larger than it has in the past. The 
most likely method of buttock enhancement is the Brazilian Butt Lift, a surgery where fat is 
liposuctioned from one part of the body, such as the hips and thighs, purified, and injected into the 
buttocks. About half the fat that is injected will stay long term. If she’s had her rear end enhanced, 
and it’s definitely possible she has, then this is most likely how she did it.” 

Kris is single and ready to mingle after breaking up with Corey in late June amid rumors that she 
was uncomfortable with his close relationship with Kourtney, 37. The suspicious friendship was even 
detailed on ‘Keeping Up With The Kardashians.’ Kris and Corey dated for a year-and-a-half. They 
were first linked in early November 2014 after meeting at designer Ricardo Tisci’s birthday party in 
Ibiza. 

HollywoodLifers, does Kris’ booty look bangin’ or should she have left it well enough alone and let 
nature continue to take it’s course. 
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